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Abstract: The present study shows the mercerization process (NaOH) and its effect on the physico-
chemical characteristics of rice straw. In total, 12 samples were analyzed, 3 as a comparative basis
and 9 that were exposed to different concentrations of NaOH (1%, 2%, and 3%) and times, in hours,
of exposure in an alkaline environment (1 h, 2 h, and 3 h). The loss of silica and reduction in lignin
and hemicellulose contents identified in the chemical characterization allowed for a visualization
of the surface topography and cross-section of the treated samples, making it possible to contrast
them with the three untreated samples by comparing their roughness, the appearance of their pores,
and the contractions of vascular bundles in their conductive tissue. An analysis of the data showed
that the results between some treatments were similar, suggesting a reduction in resources in future
research. The mechanical resistance allowed for identifying that the NaOH-1%-1 h treatment obtained
a better mechanical resistance in the treated samples. However, NaOH-3%-1 h, with the third lowest
resistance, obtained the highest % elongation compared to the other samples. These physicochemical
changes with NaOH facilitate the selection of the treatment concerning the fiber–matrix interaction
and final performance of the composite material that intends to use rice straw as a reinforcing fiber.

Keywords: mercerization; rice straw; surface topography; composite material

1. Introduction

The environmental crisis caused by the use of fossil fuels, the irrational use of non-
renewable natural resources, and the lack of ecological awareness about other inadequate
environmental habits [1] worries the different productive sectors (PS), due to the evident
climate change that brings with it consequences related to increases in temperature that
directly affect survival on Planet Earth [2,3].

Added to the effects caused by meteorological phenomena is the world population
projection reported by the United Nations (UN) in 2015, which estimates that, by 2050,
Planet Earth will be inhabited by about 9.7 billion people [4], a situation that aggravates
global concern due to the demand for products and services that will have to be covered to
meet the abundant future needs [5,6].

With the above, the industrial sector (IS) has taken measures to mitigate the emissions
of greenhouse gases, following the actions published by the UN about facing the climate
crisis [7]. In this way, the IS, through specific scientific research, contributes significantly
to reductions in energy expenditure, the use of materials, and the production of the waste
inherent to industrialized manufacturing processes [8].

In turn, the IS has implemented environmental practices in compliance with inter-
national policies, whose general objectives include a reduction in greenhouse gases [3,9].
Thus, the application of renewable energies, the rational use of water, a reduction in waste,
and the implementation of alternative materials allow for a moderate reduction in global
warming [10–12].
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Regarding the application of alternative materials, the IS has contemplated using veg-
etable fibers (VFS) [13] to substitute the inorganic reinforcements traditionally implemented
in the elaboration of composite materials (CMS) with polymeric [14] or cementitious [15]
matrices, of which glass fiber, carbon, metallic, and fillers have been characteristic in these
CMS due to their mechanical behavior. Regarding the substitution of inorganic fibers,
the use of bamboo VFS in cement-stabilized soil mixtures can be mentioned, referring
to the construction sector [16,17], and the uses of hemp, kenaf, flax, and sisal VFS in the
automotive industry [18,19].

Similarly, the replacement of reinforcements in traditional CMS is due to the recy-
clability problems presented by their cement-based or petroleum-dependent matrices, in
the particular case of conventional polymers, which hinders the separation of their fiber-
matrix components, a characteristic that attributes considerable polluting values due to the
inability to reuse the materials at the end of the CMS life cycle [20].

In response, scientific research has obtained ecological CMS also called Green Compos-
ites (GC), whose differential characteristic is the natural and biodegradable origin of some
of their components, both in the matrix and in the reinforcement [21]. However, aware of
this particularity, research has shown GCs with matrices based on polymers of natural and
biodegradable origin that incorporate natural and organic fibers [22].

In regard to the above, obtaining a GC that does not need to be recycled due to the
biodegradable and compostable nature of its components [23] is another ecological particu-
larity of GCs that contributes significantly to sustainability and the circular economy [24].
Figure 1 shows the classification of the VFS commonly used in GC conformations.
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For this reason, lignocellulosic VFS from plants, especially those belonging to the
groups of Gymnosperms and Angiosperms, because they have complex vascular tissue,
have become an object of study by the IS, in order to incorporate this type of VFS as a
reinforcement element in the manufacture of GCs due to the physical–mechanical charac-
teristics presented by [26]. Thus, this can replace, in percentage, the materials traditionally
used in the IS [27].

However, it should be clarified that, due to the natural origin of VFS, which classifies
them as a non-standardized material, their physical, chemical, and mechanical properties
can change significantly, taking into account variables such as the type of soil where the
crop was grown, climate, geographical location, fertilization process, irrigation water
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characteristics, and planting and harvesting procedures, which are among other factors
that can represent important alterations in the morphology of VFS.

Table 1 presents the basic mechanical properties of the VFS commonly used in the
IS [28].

Table 1. Basic mechanical and physical properties of mostly used natural fibers.

Fibers Density (g/cm3)
Tensile Strength

(MPa)
Tensile Modulus

(GPa)
Elongation

(%)

Hemp 1.47 690 70 3–4
Kenaf 1.3–1.4 300–900 30–50 3.5–6.5
Flax 1.5 500–1500 28 2.6–3.2
Jute 1.3–1.5 400–800 13–26 1.1–1.5

Banana 0.8 160 8.5 2
Palm 1 377 2.75 13.5
Sisal 1.3–1.15 500–900 10–25 2–3

Pineapple 1.5 200–1200 60–80 2.4
Date 1 309 11.2 2.7

Bamboo 0.6–0.91 441 35 1.3
Coir 1.2 175 426 30

Bagasse 1.25 100 6.5 4
Grass 1.5 450–700 3.1–3.7 13–26

1.1. Rice Straw (Oryza sativa)

Angiosperms plants are divided into two subgroups, Dicotyledonous and Monocotyle-
donous. The latter includes the Gramineae family, which includes cereals such as wheat,
sorghum, barley, oats, and rice, among others, whose particularity is conferred by the
herbaceous nature of its rapid growth, together with its cylindrical and node-like stems
that provide rigidity to maintain an upright position in the face of external forces.

As a special case study of this research, the rice plant (Oryza sativa), whose edible seed
is part of the diet of about 50% of the world population, has two types of organs in its
morphology, the reproductive organ formed by the flower and the seed, and the vegetative
organ, which includes the root, stem, and leaves [29].

As for the stalk, 90, 120, 150, and up to 250 days after sowing, depending on the species,
the rice is harvested using mechanical action, with the help of a harvesting machine, which,
after recovering the grain, discards the stalk and part of the leaves in the open field, leaving
them exposed to the environment, causing them to dry under direct sun and wind [30].
This is the special characteristic that affects the change in its name, going from stalk to rice
straw (RSW).

Figure 2 shows the identification of rice seedling organs (Figure 2a), a rice crop in
time for harvesting (Figure 2b), the process of grain harvesting using a harvesting machine
(Figure 2c), and post-harvest residual rice straw (Figure 2d).

According to a report published by the Rice Knowledge Bank, each kilogram of rice
grain harvested generates about 0.7 to 1.4 kg of RSW [31], and other studies have indicated
that, for each ton of grain harvested, about 1.35 to 1.50 tons of RSW are produced [32]. Data
can be used to easily assess the amount, in tons, of residual RSW in each harvest, taking,
as a reference, the projection of the cereal crop made by the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) in its report published in November 2022, which estimates that, for the
remainder of 2022 and all of 2023, the world rice production will amount to 512.6 million
tons [33].
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RSW.

In this sense, the abundant production of RSW, called agricultural waste by some
authors and named as a vegetable resource by others, makes it a material that undoubtedly
should be used as a raw material for the elaboration of any type of elements that can replace
those currently used in the IS [34,35].

In this way, in addition to giving value to an agricultural resource, we would be
generating adequate management with respect to the final disposal of the RSW that cur-
rently, due to bad practices or simply because of ignorance, is burned in the open air or
accumulated, causing its decomposition, producing CO2 and methane, respectively, which
are considered to be greenhouse gases [36].

1.2. Mercerization Process

The mercerization process is an alkaline treatment with sodium hydroxide (NaOH)
that promotes a change in the structure of the cellulose fibers of plant material by removing
lignin (Lg), hemicellulose (Hm), waxes, and impurities [37].

In this way, the plant material exposed to the NaOH solution is chemically altered by
breaking the hydroxyl groups existing between its molecules when reacting with the water
molecules contained in the fiber, exposing the fibrils present in the epidermis of the VFS,
providing roughness in its surface topography (TS) [38].

Thus, the hydrophilic nature of the fiber is transformed into a hydrophobic one,
achieving chemical restructuring, which considerably improves the resistance of the treated
VFS [18]. The chemical reaction produced between the VFS and NaOH is represented by
Equation (1) [18,39,40].

Fiber − OH + NaOH → Fiber − O– Na+ + H2O (1)
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However, knowing the alkaline and aggressive nature of the NaOH treatment, it is
advisable to control its concentration in the solution, avoiding the application of high
percentages that may cause an opposite effect, generating damages that considerably deteri-
orate the exposed material, which translates into a decrease in its mechanical resistance [39].

In other words, the concentration of the alkaline solution, the characteristics of the
VFS, and the duration and temperature of the process are variables that unquestionably
impair the improvement in the physical properties of the VFS, if this is the desired aim of
the process [37].

For this reason, the search for references in the state of the art becomes the best
consultation tool that allows us to consider the reference points that can be considered
when carrying out any type of chemical process aimed at improving the characteristics of
VFS in future research.

Figure 3 shows the defibrillation of cellulose bundles and the breakdown of the cell
wall structure of a VFS due to its exposure to aggressive treatment.
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For this reason, this research result shows the mercerization process carried out on
the RSW by exposing it to an alkaline solution of NaOH in distilled water (H2O), at
concentrations of 1%, 2%, and 3% by mass. The rice straw samples (RSS) were immersed in
each of the three solutions and then removed after 1, 2, and 3 hours (h), respectively, which
generated nine different treatments.

The treated RSS (RSS-3t), after being removed from their NaOH treatments, were
washed with potable water (H2O) with the addition of acetic acid (CH3-COOH), at a con-
centration of 1% by mass. After being washed, the RSS-3t was dried at room temperature.

With respect to the tests carried out, the RSS-3t was tested for Neutral Detergent
Fiber (NDF), Acid Detergent Fiber (ADF), and Cellulose to determine the cellulose content
(Cl), Hm, and Lg. The RSS-3t were identified longitudinally and transversely using a
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) characterization to obtain the incidence of the alkaline
treatment on their TS.

In the same way, and with the same SEM equipment, Energy Dispersive X-ray Spec-
troscopy (EDS) elemental mapping was performed to obtain the basic chemical charac-
terization of each RSS-3t, in order to support what happened during their exposure in
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the alkaline environment. A test to determine the tensile strength and elongation of the
individual fibers was also carried out to assess the effects of the mercerization process on
the mechanical behavior of the RSS-3t.

Accordingly, the main objective of the current research, besides putting into context
the process of the mercerization of RSW, from field sampling to the substantiation of the
resulting effects, is to explain, in detail, the phenomena that occurred in the RSS-3t after
the alkaline treatment. The above provides information that will help to close knowledge
gaps regarding the individual and particular process that frames the use of RSW as a
reinforcement VFS both in CMS and the correctly named CG.

Therefore, the results described here add to the important contributions to the state of
the art of the subject, generated by the curiosity of researchers who see the use of renewable
resources as the answer for the development of substitute materials for those traditionally
implemented in the IS.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The RSS used in this research report was taken from the cereal crops present in the
municipality of Zulia—Departamento Norte de Santander—Colombia, whose geographical
location is represented by the coordinates 8◦7′23.2′′ N, 72◦34′29.2′′ W, with an altitude of
209 m height above sea level. The topography of the land is flat, the soil texture is sandy
loam, the collection time of the RSS was during a transition from rain to drought, the
collection time was at 17:00 h, and the ambient temperature at the collection time of the
RSS was 33 ◦C, with a humidity of approximately 52%. Table 2 shows the description of
the RSS, together with the amount of mass collected (Msc) in kilograms (kg).

Table 2. RSS ratio taken in the field.

RSS Description Msc (kg)

RSS-1
The sample was taken in the
field minutes after cutting by
the harvester (See Figure 2d)

5

RSS-2 The sample was taken in the
field 3 days after harvesting 5

RSS-3 The sample was taken in the
field 5 days after harvesting 50

The difference in the Msc taken in the field was because the samples RSS-1 and RSS-2
were not chemically treated; however, they were evaluated to contrast their results with
those of the RSS-3t.

2.2. Chemical Treatments

The chemical treatments to which the RSS-3 were exposed were carried out using 99%
NaOH and 98% CH3-COOH. The solutions were prepared in H2O in 3 plastic containers
with a capacity of two hundred and twenty liters (220 L), to which the H2O was added
until it reached 82% ± 0.5% of their capacity. The acidity (pH) range of the solutions was
checked using a digital pH meter model of the Ph-002 Dr meter brand.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. RSS Preparation

Once the RSS-3 was collected, in order to analyze its materials for the construction, it
was transferred to the laboratory facilities of the Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje-SENA,
where most of the research processes were carried out. The RSS-3 were washed with H2O
to remove any type of soil or chemical residue characteristics of the cereal crops. The H2O
temperature was 26 ◦C ± 1 ◦C. Two washes were performed.
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Then, air drying was performed, and the ambient temperature at the time of drying
was 38.7 ◦C, with a relative humidity of 44.2%. Five days after the washing and drying,
the RSS-3 were packed and weighed in bags containing 2400 g (g) each. Twenty bags were
weighed.

Figure 4 shows the processes carried out for the preparation of the RSS-3. These
processes began with the field collection (Figure 4a). The RSS-3 were then washed with
H2O (Figure 4b). Air drying was performed (Figure 4c). Subsequently, the RSS-3 were
weighed and packed in individual 2400 g bags (Figure 4d).
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2.3.2. Alkaline Treatment RSS-3

The 20 bags containing 2400 g of the untreated, washed RSS-3 (RSS-3 W/Ut) were
labeled with numbers from 1 to 20, in order to identify the numbers of the corresponding
bags for each of the NaOH processes. In this sense, the mercerization process of the RSS-3
W/Ut was prepared.

This process was carried out taking as a reference the study carried out by the author
Huang G in 2009, who exposed VFS to NaOH concentrations of 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10%,
concluding that the mechanical resistance of the VFS was inversely proportional to the
increases in the % of the NaOH, a characteristic clearly identified in Table 1 of his published
article [42].

Regarding the exposure times of VFS in NaOH concentrations, the research conducted
by the author M.M Kabir et al. in 2013 concluded that a 3 h exposure of VFS in a concentra-
tion of 10% NaOH was moderately aggressive and did not cause considerable damage to
the VFS, which can be seen in Table 2 of their published article [43].

In the same way, in the present investigation, the concentration corresponding to
2% NaOH was taken as an average reference. However, to achieve results of interest,
one percentage point below and one percentage point above the mean were used, and
concluded concentrations of 1%, 2%, and 3% NaOH were implemented in this research. In
contrast, the times taken for the exposure of the RSS-3 W/Ut to NaOH were 1 h, 2 h, and
3 h, reducing the exposure time reported by the author Kabir [43].

Based on the above, the NaOH concentrations and exposure times to which the
RSS-3 W/Ut were subjected were projected. Table 3 identifies the NaOH concentrations,
the exposure times in hours (Et) for which the RSS-3 W/Ut were immersed, and the
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identification given to the RSS-3t. Thus, 9 processes were obtained in which the RSS-3-t
was exposed to NaOH.

Table 3. NaOH concentrations and Et RSS-3-t.

Concentration Et Identification RSS-3-t

NaOH 1%
1 h NaOH 1% 1 h
2 h NaOH 1% 2 h
3 h NaOH 1% 3 h

NaOH 2%
1 h NaOH 2% 1 h
2 h NaOH 2% 2 h
3 h NaOH 2% 3 h

NaOH 3%
1 h NaOH 3% 1 h
2 h NaOH 3% 2 h
3 h NaOH 3% 3 h

To prepare the NaOH solutions, Equation (2) was used to determine the % by mass for
both the solute and the solvent. For the latter, H2O was used, taking the value of 998 g/L,
corresponding to its density at 20 ◦C, since the temperature of the H2O at the time of the
process was 22 ◦C ± 1 ◦C.

For the NaOH process, 3 water storage containers with a capacity of 220 L were used;
however, only 82% ± 0.5 of their capacity was used, corresponding to 180 L of H2O for
each container, in order to avoid overflowing after submerging the RSS-3 W/Ut.

% Mass =
solute mass

Solution mass
× 100 (2)

Upon replacing the data of the equation with those of the estimated concentrations,
we obtain:

Solute: 1820 g (NaOH)

Solvent: 180 L ∗ 998 g = 179,640 g (H2O)

Solution: 179,640 g + 1820 g = 181,460 g

% Mass =
1820

181, 460
× 100 (3)

The above corresponds to the calculation performed to determine the 1% mass con-
centration of the NaOH in the alkaline solution. The same procedure was performed for
the 2% and 3% concentrations, with masses of 3680 g and 5570 g of NaOH, respectively.

To avoid settling the NaOH, the dissolution of the mass of the solute was carried out in
an external container containing 15 L of H2O taken from the same container that contained
the initially prepared 180 L. For the 9 RSS-3-t, an equal number of solutions was prepared
separately.

That is, 3 containers with 180 L of H2O, containing 1820 g of NaOH, corresponding to
1% of the mass of the solution, were prepared for the immersion of the RSS-3 W/Ut. This
allowed for the controlled extraction to be carried out after the estimated times (1 h, 2 h,
and 3 h) for each RSS-3-t.

For each NaOH solution, 4800 g of RSS-3 W/Ut was enlisted to be submerged. How-
ever, prior to the immersion process, about 3% of the mass of the RSS-3 W/Ut was removed
to determine the moisture content of the RSS-3 W/Ut before starting the treatment. This
process was used to check the moisture content of the samples after the treatment and thus
verify the loss in mass of each of the RSS-3t. The amount of RSS-3 W/Ut immersed in the
dissolution averaged 4660 g.
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Once the solutions were individually prepared, the RSS-3 W/Ut were placed inside
the containers. As indicated in previous paragraphs, the numbered bags allowed for a
specific order of arrangement, so the RSS-3 W/Ut contained in bags 1 and 2 were placed in
the 1% NaOH solution, from which they were removed after one hour of exposure time
(NaOH 1% for 1 h), as identified in Table 3. Bags 3 and 4 corresponded to 1% NaOH for 2 h
and bags 5 and 6 to 1% NaOH for 3 h.

The same process was carried out successively in the numerical order of the bags
corresponding to the concentrations of 2% and 3% NaOH. The RSS-3 W/Ut contained in
the bags numbered 19 and 20 were not chemically treated to compare them with the others.

2.3.3. CH3-COOH Wash

After removal from the alkaline solution, the RSS-3t were washed twice with H2O
with a concentration of 1% CH3-COOH by volume for the RSS-3-t treated with 1% NaOH,
and with a concentration of 2% CH3-COOH for the samples treated with 2% and 3% NaOH.
The above was performed to facilitate the removal of the NaOH. Equation (2) was used to
calculate the CH3-COOH concentrations.

In this order of ideas, the washing process was carried out in a tank with a total
volume of 1.5 m3, of which only 30% of its capacity was used. Next, the pH of the H2O
was checked without concentration inside the pool, yielding a range of 7.7. Then, the
concentration of the CH3-COOH at 1% was proceeded to be poured, stirring the H2O to
improve the solution. Next, the RSS-3t was introduced into the tank and left immersed
for 30 min (min), during which time, the RSS-3t was moved every 5 min to improve the
removal of the NaOH particles.

After the time elapsed, the pH of the water was checked to know if the washing
was stopped or not. The pH reading of the first wash was 4.5. The reason for which a
second wash was performed was that it did not approach the pH of the H2O without a
concentration. The pH of the second wash yielded range of ±0.5, with respect to the pH of
the untreated H2O.

Thus, the number of washes performed on the RSS-3t was determined to guarantee
the removal of the NaOH. This process was performed on all the RSS-3t by increasing
the CH3-COOH concentration by 2% for the H2O wash corresponding to the RSS-3-t with
NaOH concentrations of 2% and 3%.

Figure 5 shows the mercerization process of the RSS-3 W/Ut, starting with the prepa-
ration of the solution in an external container (Figure 5a), passing through its immersion
in the alkaline environment (Figure 5b), followed by its removal in the estimated time
(Figure 5c), giving way to its washing with H2O at different concentrations of CH3-COOH
(Figure 5d).

After the washing process of the RSS-3-t, it was air dried, as was performed with
the initial washing of the RSS-3, which is shown in Figure 4b,c. As indicated in previous
paragraphs, all the RSS-3-t were tested for their moisture contents after the air drying
to provide a comparative basis for the mass loss of the RSS-3 W/Ut after each of the
treatments.

With the above, the activities carried out in the preparation and NaOH treatment of
the RSS are presented. Figure 6 shows the process carried out in the research, a process that
begins with the collection of the RSS and continues until the performance of the tests after
the alkaline process.
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2.3.4. ADF, NDF, and Cellulose Test

To identify the influence of the 9 treatments on the Cl, Hm, and Lg contents, the
RSS-3t was tested for ADF, NDF, and cellulose. The same test was performed on the
RSS-1, RSS-2, and RSS-W/Ut, resulting in 12 samples being analyzed. The ADF, NDF, and
Cl content tests were performed under the ISO 16472:2007 [44] and ISO 13906:2009 [45]
standards by the analytical chemistry and animal nutrition laboratory of the Colombian
Agricultural Research Corporation AGROSAVIA-Bogota, and the Universidad Francisco
de Paula Santander Cúcuta-Colombia.

2.3.5. Characterization by SEM and EDS

To understand the effect of the NaOH on the TS of the RSS, transverse and longitudinal
observations were carried out using SEM characterization, with approaches ranging from
50 µm, 100 µm, and 500 µm, and 10 µm, 50 µm, 100 µm, and 200 µm, respectively. The
Jeol JSM-6010LA was used for this surface characterization. The preconditioning and
conditioning of the RSS were performed according to ASTM D1776/D1776M-20 “Standard
Practice for Conditioning and Testing of Textiles” [46]. A total of 9 RSS-3-t and 12 RSS,
RSS-1, RSS-2, and RSS-3 W/Ut were observed. The RSS-1, RSS-2, and RSS-3 W/Ut were
characterized to compare their TS in contrast to RSS-3-t.

At the same time, EDS mapping was performed with the same equipment for an
elemental chemical characterization to identify the effects of the alkaline treatment on the
chemical composition of the RSS. As in the SEM characterization, the 12 RSS were mapped
in the EDS to interpret their data for a comparative analysis. The tests were carried out
by the technological services laboratory of the Textile and Leather Manufacturing Servicio
Nacional de Aprendizaje SENA-Bogotá.

2.3.6. Mechanical Strength RSS

The mechanical strengths of the 12 RSS were tested by testing the tensile strength and
elongation of individual fibers. The test was performed according to NTC-386:2011 [47] and
ASTMD-2256/D2256M-10 (2015) [48]. The equipment used was 250N-Tension-Universal
Testing Machine Lloyd Instruments EZ20-CRE. It was necessary to reduce the test length
from 250 mm to 35 mm due to the nature of the material. Ten fibers were tested for each RSS
to average the results. For this reason, the maximum and minimum data for both the tensile
strength and elongation were identified. The tests were carried out in the materials quality
laboratories of the Textile and Industrial Management Servicio Nacional de Apredizaje
SENA-Medellín.

3. Results
3.1. Mass Loss Due to NaOH Treatment Effects

The moisture tests of the RSS-3, before and after the alkaline treatment, generated
interesting data, with which it is possible to obtain the mass loss (Ml) of an RSS after it
was exposed to the NaOH process. Tables 4–6 show the data corresponding to the Ml of
the RSS-3 after its exposure to the NaOH process at 1%, 2%, and 3% by mass, respectively.
The tables show the number of washes (W) and mass in grams (Ms) of the incoming and
outgoing RSS-3 in each alkaline process, together with their moisture content (%H), which
made it possible to easily determine the Ml during the process.

Table 4. Ml RSS-3 NaOH 1%.

RSS-3
Incoming Outgoing

% Ml
W Ms % H W Ms % H

NaOH 1% 1 h 2 4666.65 12.1 2 3545 12.0 24.03
NaOH 1% 2 h 2 4661.55 11.05 2 3451 10.8 25.96
NaOH 1% 3 h 2 4669.3 11.55 2 3411 11.4 26.94
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Table 5. Ml RSS-3 NaOH 2%.

RSS-3
Incoming Outgoing

% Ml
W Ms % H W Ms % H

NaOH 2% 1 h 2 4657.27 11.05 2 3425 10.8 26.46
NaOH 2% 2 h 2 4663.05 10.8 2 3339 10.7 28.39
NaOH 2% 3 h 2 4658.8 10.8 2 3231 10.5 30.65

Table 6. Ml RSS-3 NaOH 3%.

RSS-3
Incoming Outgoing

% Ml
W Ms % H W Ms % H

NaOH 3% 1 h 2 4658.97 11.55 2 3185 10.8 31.63
NaOH 3% 2 h 2 4658.08 11.05 2 3032 10.5 34.90
NaOH 3% 3 h 2 4659.55 10.7 2 2973 10.3 36.19

Figure 7 shows the consolidation of the data corresponding to the Ml of the RSS-3 at
NaOH 1%, NaOH 2%, and NaOH 3%.
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3.2. Lignin, Cellulose, and Hemicellulose Content

With the ADF, NDF, and Cl tests, it was possible to verify the incidence of the NaOH
process on the Cl, Hm, and Lg contents in the RSS. This was performed to verify the partial
hydrolyzation of Hm and the depolymerization of Lg, which give rise to water-soluble
sugars and phenolic compounds [27]. There are characteristics underlying the variation in
the Cl, Hm, and Lg contents in each of the RSS-3-t. The data corroborating the impact of the
treatment on the RSS was described by S. Vigneshwaran et al. in Table 4 of their published
article [14].
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Therefore, the importance of knowing the content of these three fundamental poly-
mers in plant tissues is reflected in the mechanical behavior of the VFS, which act as the
main reinforcement of the CMS. This is particularity attributed to the fact that the NaOH
treatments also reacted with the Lg and Hm components, reconfiguring their % content
within the VFS, properties that significantly influence their mechanical resistance. This
particularity was reported by M.M Kabir in Table 2 of his article [43].

Table 7 shows the results of the ADF, NDF, and Cl tests. With the help of this table,
the influence of NaOH on the RSS-3t can be analyzed with respect to its Lg, Cl, and Hm
contents. It was determined that the RSS-3 W/Ut lost 3.22% of Lg with respect to the RSS-1,
corroborating the effect of washing with H2O. Similarly, it was interpreted that the NaOH
1% for 2 h process generated results like those obtained with the NaOH 2% for 1 h process,
as well as those obtained with the NaOH 1% for 3 h and NaOH 3% for 1 h processes,
continuing with NaOH 2% for 3 h and NaOH 3% for 2 h. This is an analysis that serves to
reduce the resources used in NaOH treatments of VFS in future research.

Table 7. Lg, Cl, and Hm contents in RSS.

RSS NDF ADF Lg Cl Hm

RSS-1 81.55 58.95 16.8 42.15 22.6
RSS-2 79.16 57.46 14.2 43.26 21.7

RSS-3 W/Ut 77.28 56.98 13.58 43.4 20.3
NaOH 1% 1 h 75.85 56.66 12.67 43.99 19.19
NaOH 1% 2 h 74.5 55.8 11.54 44.26 18.7
NaOH 1% 3 h 73.09 55.49 10.35 45.14 17.6
NaOH 2% 1 h 73.7 55.25 11.25 44 18.45
NaOH 2% 2 h 72.75 55.2 9.85 45.35 17.55
NaOH 2% 3 h 71.15 54.9 8.25 46.65 16.25
NaOH 3% 1 h 55.15 72.25 10 45.15 17.1
NaOH 3% 2 h 71.2 54.35 8.75 45.6 16.85
NaOH 3% 3 h 69.41 54.31 7.5 46.81 15.1

Equation (4) was used to calculate the % Lg, subtracting the Cl from the ADF. Equation (5)
was used to calculate the Hm, subtracting the ADF from the NDF. To determine the Cl
content, Equations (6) and (7) were used, where the Lg and Hm were subtracted from the
NDF, and the Lg was subtracted from the ADF.

(ADF)− (Cl) = Lg (4)

(NDF)− (ADF) = Hm (5)

(NDF)− (Lg)− (Hm) = Cl (6)

(ADF)− (Lg) = Cl (7)

Figure 8 shows the % Lg, Cl, and Hm contents in the RSS.
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3.3. Characterization TS RSS by SEM and EDS

By means of EDS mapping, it was possible to determine the effect of the NaOH
treatment on the elemental chemical compositions of the RSS-3t. Through the tabulation of
the data, it was possible to determine the silica (Si) content, which is represented by the
blue color, the oxygen (O) content, which is shown by the reddish color, and the carbon
(C) content, which is denoted by the green color (Figure 9a), showing the presence of these
elements in the TS of the RSS identified.
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Figure 9 refers to the important information provided by the EDS, symbolizing the
colors representing the chemical elements in the RSS-1 (Figure 9a) (seen Table 7), the
mapping image where the color dispersion is recognized in terms of its chemical contents
(Figure 9b), and the table where the data are consolidated (Figure 9c).

Table 8 shows the mass percentages of the Si, O, and C identified with the EDS
mapping of the RSS. Comparative relationships can be made with respect to the incidence
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of the % NaOH and Et on the elemental chemical composition of the RSS-3-t. In this order
of ideas, through an analysis of the table, it was determined that only washing the RSS
with H2O showed an Si loss of 1.81%. In the same way, it can be indicated that performing
the NaOH 1% for 2 h treatment presented similar results to that of the NaOH 2% for 1 h
treatment, and the same was the case for the NaOH 3% for 1 h and NaOH 1% for 3 h
treatments.

Table 8. Chemical composition of RSS.

RSS
Chemical Mass %

Si O C Ta

RSS-1 11.45 45.44 39.42 3.69
RSS-2 9.80 40.68 46.36 3.16

RSS-3 W/Ut 9.64 48.58 38.48 3.29
NaOH 1% 1 h 5.31 36.29 56.46 1.94
NaOH 1% 2 h 4.81 37.79 55.67 1.73
NaOH 1% 3 h 4.01 38.48 56.10 1.41
NaOH 2% 1 h 4.75 37.11 56.46 1.68
NaOH 2% 2 h 3.48 37.02 58.14 1.36
NaOH 2% 3 h 3.49 40.43 54.18 1.9
NaOH 3% 1 h 3.15 38.42 57.17 1.26
NaOH 3% 2 h 3.04 38.62 57.18 1.16
NaOH 3% 3 h 1.75 39.01 58.54 0.70

According to the data in the table, the loss of Si is directly proportional to the increase
in the NaOH concentration and exposure time of the RSS in the alkaline solution. The loss
of Si content in the VFS, in addition to improving its TS, allows for a visualization of the Cl
fibers, which is represented in the EDS mapping by the identification of the % O and C. The
metal Tantalum (Ta) identified in the EDS corresponds to the container where the evaluated
sample was deposited, whose % content added up to 100% of the reported result.

3.3.1. Longitudinal View

Table 8, resulting from the consolidation of the EDS mapping data, shows the difference
between the Si, O, and C percentages. Of which, for the case of the RSS-1 and RSS-3 W/Ut,
the Si was reduced by 1.82% and the O was increased by 3.72%. There were changes in the
chemical composition caused simply by the H2O wash to which the RSS-3 was subjected
prior to the treatment with NaOH.

Figure 10 shows the longitudinal detail of the epidermis of the RSS-1 (Figure 10a),
RSS-2 (Figure 10b), and RSS-3 W/Ut (Figure 10c), together with their EDS mappings that
recognize their Si, O, and C contents. An epidermal appendage denominated single hair
(Sh) can be evidenced in the TS (Figure 10a).

Additionally, clearly shown are the epidermal cells or fundamental cells (Fc) and non-
functional stomata (Nfs), which receive their name because they do not have the structure
of a stomatal apparatus (Figure 10b). At the same time, the areas covered by the Si (Sca)
and some exposed microfibrils (Mf) and papillae (Pl) can be visualized, which are also part
of the epidermal appendages (Figure 10c).

Figure 11 shows the longitudinal location of the veins (V), allowing for a parallel
distribution of the Nfs gramineous characteristic (Figure 11a). The effect of the 1% NaOH
alkaline treatment on the RSS-3 is also presented, where the significant detachment of the
mineralized bodies or phytoliths (Ph) and the breaking of the Si layer in the Pl, which
exposes the Mf in the cellulose cell, are noted.
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This is due to the exposure time of the RSS-3 to the alkaline treatment, causing the
appearance of pores (P) and directly influencing the surface roughness (Rs) (Figure 11b).
Similarly, the loss of Si, Hm, and Lg exposes the elongated cells (Ec) that are part of the
epidermal Fc cell structure (Figure 11c). This recognition is facilitated with the help of
the ADF, NDF, and cellulose tests, together with the EDS mapping, which identifies the
increased concentrations of the O and C major components in the cellulose fibers [36].
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Figure 12 shows the incidence of the 2% NaOH process on the TS of the RSS-3t. The Ec
becomes more noticeable in the EDS mapping (Figure 10a). The Mf can be easily identified
by simply corroborating the O and C contents of the EDS, as well as the differentiation be-
tween the Ec and siliceous cells (Sc) (Figure 12b). Hair-like cells (Hc) are shown (Figure 12c).
These characteristics in the TS of the RSS-3t are a consequence of the loss in Si and the
removal of Lg and Hm, which allow for a clear visualization of the cellulose fibers in the
EDS mapping due to their chemical composition [49].
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and (c) NaOH 2% 3 h, Hc.

Figure 13 shows the considerable effect of the NaOH 3% treatment on the RSS-3, where
the silica–suberose cell grouping (Ssg), which is composed of Sc and suberose cells (Sb), can
be seen. In turn, a venous rupture (Vr) was provoked (Figure 13a). Similarly, the exposure
of the Mf and Ec, which are part of the cellulose cell (Cc) set, is presented (Figure 13b).
The significant losses of Si, Hm and Lg allow for the identification of the Mf present in the
Sc, as well as the removal of the Si elements that covered the surface of the Nfs, leaving
the sub-stomatic chamber (Sbc) visible and giving rise to a higher P (Figure 13c). Special
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features increase the Rs in the TS by eliminating the amorphous content present in the VFS,
allowing for a better adhesion of the reinforcement with its matrix [50].
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3.3.2. Cross-Sectional View

Figure 14 presents the conductive tissue (Ct) of the RSS after a cross-sectional visu-
alization. In this figure, the Ct of the RSS-1 (Figure 14a), RSS-2 (Figure 14b), RSS-3 W/Ut
(Figure 14c), and RSS-3t with the NaOH 1% for 1 h (Figure 14d), NaOH 1% for 2 h
(Figure 14e), and NaOH 1% for 3 h (Figure 14f) treatments can be noticed. Similarly,
the vascular bundles (Vb) represented by the Xylem (Xm) (Figure 14a–d) and phloem (Fm)
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(Figure 14b–e) can be identified. Additionally, also shown are their inner diameters (Id)
and the supporting fibers (Sf) found inside the Vb (Figure 14c–f).
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Figure 15 shows the cross-sections of the RSS-3t with the NaOH 2% for 1 h (Figure 15a),
NaOH 2% for 2 h (Figure 15b), NaOH 2% for 3 h (Figure 15c), NaOH 3% for 1 h (Figure 15d),
NaOH 3% for 2 h (Figure 15e), and NaOH 3% for 3 h treatments (Figure 15f). This figure
shows the detachment of the supporting tissue (St) (Figure 15a–c). This characteristic causes
a laminar effect due to the reduction in the Vb that conforms the Ct (Figure 15d–f). This
is a consequence of the loss in the Lg present in the cell walls, which is responsible for
thickening of stems in gramineous [51].
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Figure 15. Cross-sectional view: (a) NaOH 2% 1 h; (b) NaOH 2% 2 h, St; (c) NaOH 2% 3 h; (d) NaOH
3% 1 h; (e) NaOH 3% 2 h; and (f) NaOH 3% 3 h, Vb.

3.4. Tensile Strength and Elongation

In the tensile and elongation test, 10 samples were tested for each of the RSS. The
results obtained in the resistance tests were evaluated in Newtons (N) and the elongation
data in the % of the length of the sample analyzed. The average (Av) indicated the mean
value of the samples tested. The coefficient of variation (%Cv) indicated the measure of the
dispersion of the data, which allowed for an analysis of their deviations. The maximum
(Max) and minimum (Min) values show the highest and lowest results obtained by the RSS.
A similar test was applied by Q. Hussain et al. in their research project, in order to evaluate
the use of natural fibers in the reinforcement of concrete beams [11].

Figure 16 shows the tensile and elongation test process. The 10 fibers tested for each
RSS are reflected (Figure 16a), the length of the test is presented (Figure 16b), the assembly
of the fibers in the inserts is shown (Figure 16c), and the moment of the test is shown
(Figure 16d).
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Figure 16. Tensile and elongation test: (a) identification of specimens; (b) test height; (c) mounting;
and (d) testing procedure.

Table 9 shows the results obtained in the tensile strength and elongation tests. These
produced data with which it was possible to determine the influence of the alkaline treat-
ment on the mechanical characteristics of the RSS.

Table 9. Tensile and elongation test for RSS.

RSS
Tensile N Elongation %

Av %Vc Max Min Av %Vc Max Min

RSS-1 78 46.66 171.3 43.2 2.5 38.82 4.4 1.5
RSS-2 105.1 15.28 121.1 79.7 2.6 16.49 3.3 1.9

RSS-3 W/Ut 83.7 26.54 117 59.5 3.9 33.85 6.6 2.7
NaOH 1% 1 h 68 30.05 97.3 42.6 4.4 27.77 6 1.9
NaOH 1% 2 h 37.3 31.87 60.8 25.3 3.8 23.60 5 2.7
NaOH 1% 3 h 49.1 39.25 92.2 32.9 4.8 23.92 6.4 2.6
NaOH 2% 1 h 45 37.82 68 21.3 5 33.15 7.5 2.8
NaOH 2% 2 h 59.7 31.1 88.5 25.5 5.1 33.07 7.9 2.2
NaOH 2% 3 h 37.3 30.17 56.1 18.7 4.6 25.35 6.6 2.2
NaOH 3% 1 h 36.1 44.43 78.3 22.1 5.6 37.34 10.3 2.7
NaOH 3% 2 h 27.4 39.01 45.6 11.4 5.2 33.38 8.6 2.7
NaOH 3% 3 h 32.7 24.62 48.7 24.3 5.3 26.25 8.2 3.8

Figure 17 shows the data obtained from the tensile and elongation tests, with which
the influence of the NaOH on the mechanical strengths of the RSS-3t can be identified. At
the same time, comparative analyses were performed with respect to the RSS-1, RSS-2, and
RSS-3 W/Ut. In this sense, it was possible to identify that the tensile strength of the RSS-2
was superior to the other RSS. However, its % elongation reported the second lowest value.
In contrast, the NaOH 3% for 1 h treatment had the highest elongation and the third lowest
tensile strength.
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Figure 18 shows the influence of the losses in the Lg and Hm on the decrease in the
tensile strength of the RSS. This is a characteristic that generates a directly proportional
relationship, as evidenced by the determination coefficient (R2) that yields the regression
line of the Lg and Hm. This progressive weakening of the fibers occurs due to the excessive
elimination of the Lg caused by the % NaOH concentration and exposure time of the RSS
in the solution, a feature that interferes with the adhesive function between microfibrils, a
situation that causes considerable detachments that affect their consolidation [43].
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In the same way, Figure 19 shows the R2 and regression line that allows for a relation
of the consequences generated by the loss of cellulose in the elongation capacity of the
RSS. This elimination of the cellulosic compounds present in the VFS negatively influences
their elastic capacity, an effect that is caused because of the rupture of the packing of the
hydroxyl groups and the hydrogen bonds of the cellulose, due to the diffusion of the
chemical reaction generated by the aggressiveness of the alkaline treatment [41,42].
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Consequently, an analysis of the mechanical characteristics of VFS after NaOH treat-
ment marks differential guidelines with respect to choosing them as a reinforcement fiber
in CMS. The above considers the service performance that the CMS to be reinforced with
VFS must have. That is, the behavior of the fiber under mechanical stresses may be differ-
ent depending on the interaction and function intended with its matrix. Interactions can
generate different behaviors under different stresses, of which joint fiber–matrix rupture,
an initial rupture of the matrix, followed by the fiber, and an initial rupture of the fiber,
followed by the matrix, comprise the special cases that depend on the CMS performance
requirements [52].

4. Discussion

It is important to identify the VFS by searching for local and updated references or
by submitting them to relevant tests that indicate their physicochemical and mechanical
characteristics, in order to have current data that will serve as a starting point for obtaining
the desired results for the conformation of the CMS that require the use of VFS as a
reinforcement.

This is due to the natural origin of the RSW, a characteristic that makes its resistance
and chemical composition variable, due to factors such as the geographical location where
the crop is grown, soil type, climate, planting process, type of fertilization, and even the
harvesting method, among others.

Accordingly, the results of the ADF, NDF, and cellulose tests performed on the RSS-1,
RSS-2, and RSS-3 W/Ut were very close to those reported in the references [34,46,53]. How-
ever, in spite of the climatic variations present in recent decades at the world level, together
with the different local practices implemented for the cereal crops, it is not advisable to
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omit the realization of tests and take data from several years of publication, in order to
describe the chemical composition and mechanical resistance of VFS in future research, as
performed in the reference [54].

On the other hand, the notorious physicochemical changes in the RSS-3 that were
exposed to the NaOH treatments, of which the losses in Si, Lg, and Hm exposed the TS of
the RSW, were caused by the NaOH concentrations and exposure times of the RSS-3t in
an alkaline environment. The exposure of the longitudinal surface of the RSS-3t allowed
for an identification of the bodies present in the epidermis of the samples, facilitating their
recognition in a more precise manner. This is an acknowledgement that coincided with that
made by the study reported in the reference [55].

Similarly, the % of the NaOH concentration and the exposure time of the RSS-3t in the
alkaline environment was directly proportional to the reduction in their physicochemical
and mechanical characteristics. For this reason, the NaOH 3% for 2 h treatment presented
the lowest value in the mechanical resistance compared to the other RSS. However, the
results showed that the samples with lower mechanical strength values had a high %
elongation, characteristics that coincide with those reported by the study carried out in
reference [42], in which a maximum concentration of NaOH at 10% was used.

Similarly, the losses in the Lg and Hm present in the vegetal cell walls were evident in
the reduction of the Id of the RSS, as demonstrated in the cross-sectional views, where a
laminar effect was presented by the reduction in the Vb of the Ct. A similar situation was
described by the study carried out in [43], in which a variation in the sample diameters due
to the losses in the Lg and Hm coating caused by the alkaline treatment was described.

5. Conclusions

From an analysis of Tables 4–6, it can be identified that the Ml of the RSS-3t was
directly proportional to the increases in the NaOH concentration and its exposure time
in the alkaline environment. In the same way, the values of the Ml of the RSS after the
treatment with the NaOH are very useful data when estimating the quantities of treated
RSS to be used in future research. In this way, resource expenditures for RSS preparation
are avoided.

The determination of the Cl, Lg, and Hm contents in each of the RSS-3t is of utmost
importance to guarantee the mechanical behavior of the VFS used for restrengthening in a
CMS. This is because the restructuring of the % Cl, Lg, and Hm contents in the VFS caused
by the NaOH process considerably modifies their mechanical properties.

The removal of the Si layer, as a direct effect of NaOH treatment, leaves the TS of
the RSS exposed. Consequently, the losses in the Si, Lg, and Hm allow for a visualization
and identification of the Fc found in the epidermis of the VFS. Similarly, the laminar effect
presented in the cross-section of the RSS is a direct consequence of the loss in Lg present in
the St that forms the stem walls. This particularity improves the mechanical anchorage of
the VFS with its matrix at the time of its implementation as a reinforcement material in the
elaboration of a CMS.

The main objective of the alkaline process in VFS must be clear. The mechanical
characteristics of the CMS to be developed must be known. Accordingly, three particular
cases can be chosen: (1) a higher resistance behavior and lower elongation behavior; (2) a
higher elongation and lower resistance; and (3) equal resistance and elongation values.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviation
ADF Acid Detergent Fiber
Av Average
C Carbon
Cc Cellulose cell
Cl Cellulose
CMS Composite Materials
Ct Conductive tissue
Ec Elongated cells
EDS Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
Et Time in hours
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization
Fc Fundamental cells
Fm Phloem
g Grams
GC Green Composites
h Hours
Hc Hair-like cells
Hm Hemicellulose
Id Inner diameter
IS Industrial Sector
Kg Kilograms
l Liters
Lg Lignin
Max Maximum
Mf Microfibrils
Min Minimum
Ml Mass loss
Ms Mass in grams
Msc Mass collected
N Newton
NDF Neutral Detergent Fiber
Nfs Non-functional stomata
O Oxygen
P Pores
pH Acidity
Ph Phytoliths
Pl Papillae
PS Productive Sectors
Rs Surface roughness
RSS Rice Straw Samples
RSS-1 The sample was taken in the field minutes after cutting by the harvester
RSS-2 The sample was taken in the field 3 days after harvesting
RSS-3 The sample was taken in the field 5 days after harvesting
RSS-3 W/Ut Untreated Washed RSS-3
RSS-3t Treated Rice Straw Simples RSS-3
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RSW Rice Straw
Sb Suberose cells
Sbc Sub-stomatic chamber
Sc Siliceous cells
Sca Areas covered by Si
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy
Sf Supporting fibers
Sh Single hair
Si Silica
Ssg Silica–suberose cell grouping
Ta Tantalum
TS Surface topography
UN United Nations
V Veins
Vb Vascular bundles
VFS Vegetable Fibers
Vr Venous rupture
W Washes
Xm Xylem
Nomenclature
H2O Distilled water
R2 Determination coefficient
%Cv Coefficient of variation
%H Moisture content
Chemical formulas
CH3-COOH Acetic acid
H2O Potable water
NaOH Sodium hydroxide
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